Filtering Reports in Quintiles

Sign-on to the Database: Select “Run Reports”
Filtering Reports in Quintiles

Click-on Configurable Measure Reports:

**Reports User Manual**

**Data Management**

**Audit Reports**
Provides an audit trail for all form data.

**Site Level Reports**

**Configurable Measure Reports**
Build your own Quality Measure Report.

**Pre-Defined Measure Reports**
Select from the Most Common Measure Reports or run your previously saved report types.

**PMT Patient List**
Provides a list of patient records entered for this study.

**Patient Time Tracker Report**
Provides time tracking for patient records entered for this study.

Due to the size of this report, unfortunately, our Print to PDF feature is not well supported for this report at this time. In order to print this report more effectively, please use the "Export to Excel" feature in the top right hand corner of the report and print from Excel.

**Stroke Insights Data Quality Report**

**Stroke Mortality Report**
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Select “interval”; dates “to” and “from”; click “aggregate” if needed; and select the measure.
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Scroll down to the bottom of the report page and click “Show” next to “Filter Options”. It is located just below the hospital list.
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A list of elements will appear for you to select your patient population of interest, e.g. Ischemic Strokes with a Time from Last Known Well to Arrival within 4.5 hours. If multiple filters are needed, hold-down the CTL key when clicking on the additional filters.
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To download the information and to be able to compare each selection to each other, be sure to click-on to “compare selections”.
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Last Step: Click-on generate report.